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Welcome to NEWShoots Issue #6
THE Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths
information newsletter for Lancashire.

NEWShoots brings you all the latest STEM opportunities that are
available for Lancashire schools.

First for STEM
Here at STEMFirst, we are funded via
STEMNET by the Department of Business
Innovation and Skills and the Department of
Education, to take the leg work out of finding
quality STEM information.

STEMFirst is passionate about STEM and
our role is to forge a link between schools
and employers in order to inspire, excite
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and employers in order to inspire, excite
and grow the STEM knowledge and
understanding of young people across
Lancashire.

First for Schools
There is a wealth of information, advice and initiatives available to
support STEM, however sometimes the sheer volume of information can
be overwhelming, confusing and take time to wade through.

With NEWShoots we aim to consolidate current, quality and exciting
STEM initiatives in one place and hope that you find this information
useful.

STEMFirst also co-ordinates the STEM Ambassador Programme within
Lancashire, and have over 750, CRB checked, trained and enthusiastic
STEM Ambassadors waiting to support your schools FREE of charge.

In each issue of NEWShoots we will highlight some of our Ambassadors,
their backgrounds, their job roles and their passion for STEM.

First for You
Our funding from STEMNET enables us to provide a completely FREE
service, to work with a wide range of quality STEM Partners, Local
Authorities and Higher Education Institutions in order to offer clear,
informative advice and support.

If you cannot find what you are looking for below, want advice on how to
undertake more STEM in your school or if you need help in getting
involved in any of these opportunities, then contact the STEMFirst Team
and we will be happy to help.

Contact Details:

Helen Heggie helen.heggie@stemfirst.com
Tel: 07808 646 493
Sue Hargreaves sue.hargreaves@stemfirst.com
Tel: 07921 678 095
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Tel: 07921 678 095

NEWShoots will be sent to schools every half term. It can also be
accessed on our website at http://www.stemfirst.com. If you have been
forwarded this email and wish to be put on our mailing list please fill in
the contact form here: http://www.stemfirst.com/contact-and-feedback/.

Forward to a friend »

Unsubscribe
Don’t want to receive these emails
anymore? You can unsubscribe
instantly.

Unsubscribe »

1. Competitions

Young Game Designers Competition 2012
Young Game Designers is an exciting competition for 11-16 year olds.

Sponsored by the BAFTA's, Sony and Playstation this is THE gaming competition of the Year!

Write and illustrate your idea for a new video game for a chance to win the Concept Award, or make a game of your
own to get your hands on the Game-Making Award.

The Young Game Designers (YGD) website contains a whole host of information and inspiration to get you started so
what are you waiting for?

http://ygd.bafta.org/home

CLOSING DATE FOR ENTRIES: 22nd October 2012

 

Space Competition
The Odysseus contest is a pan-European competition aimed at pupils 14 to 18 years
old from schools around the European Union.

The contest is designed to challenge talented young people on the themes of Solar
System, Spaceship global cooperation and Co-evolution of life.
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The Odysseus contest challenges students between 14 and 18 years old age from all EU countries to develop a
project on space exploration, using their knowledge, creativity and critical thinking.

Students wishing to participate must form a team of 2 to 5 members, with a teacher as a coach and prepare and
submit a project in one of the contest’s categories: i) Solar System, ii) Spaceship – global cooperation and iii) Co-
evolution of life.

The entry must be digital and it may take the form of any digital file and include a summary in the format provided by
the organizers and describing the background thinking of the project.

The contest will be open from July 2012 to January 2013. As a member of a school team you will have the chance to
develop a project on Space exploration and to demonstrate the knowledge learned in the classroom, combining
creativity, intelligence and innovation. If you are dreaming a career in space this is your chance to showcase your
talent.

Do you have what it takes to be a space champion? Find out more at:  http://www.odysseus-contest.eu/

 

 

GEEK Pop - Science Song Writing Competition !
Science Songwriter of The Future! is a national competition to find Britain’s best science songwriters aged 18 or
under.

Simply record a song about science and submit an mp3 to sciencesongwriter@gmail.com by July 13th.

Some experts from the worlds of science and music have been roped in to judge your songwriting skills and there are
some AWESOME prizes on offer.

This year, there’s also a special Institute of Physics category for the best song on the topic of “The Social Physicist”,
with its own mini-prize.

THE PRIZES: Grand Prize: Weekend-long tickets and train fares for the winner and a guest (or guardian) to go to
Green Man Festival and take part in a science songwriting workshop in Einstein’s Garden.

A recording session at London’s House of Strange studios – to record the winning entry in style.

2nd Prize: £50 iTunes voucher

3rd Prize: £25 iTunes voucher “The Social Physicist” prize: £50 iTunes voucher
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More info can be found here:

http://geekpop.co.uk/2012/06/06/science-songwriter-of-the-future-2012/

 

Young Engineers - Crazy Racers Competitions
Young Engineers is looking for imaginative students to create a unique and
wonderful passenger vehicle.

Krazy Racers "The Koncept Kar"

Age range 11-14

Project Length: Minimum 180 minutes

Team Activity: 2-6 students

The students are tasked with making a stored-power vehicle to set size limitations from suitable materials. The aim
is to show how the design of the body shell makes an impact on speed and functionality.

As this is a race, the successful vehicle will be the one that achieves the furthest distance within the set race
tracectory. It is an ideal introduction into understanding how a car’s design affects speed and efficiency.

The activity comes with an Educators Pack to help students and teachers make the most of the challenge.

The challenge helps students understand how body shape and the materials used can increase or decrease the
distance a vehicle can travel using a limited power supply.

Each team builds two body shells, one is crazy and wacky the other is futuristic and streamlined. The teams build one
powered chassis to which each of the body shells can be easily fitted.

The two designs and the different materials used on each will demonstrate how design and materials make an
impact on the aerodynamics of the vehicle and how this in turn aids the vehicle to travel further distances using less
energy.

To find out more and register with Young Engineers contact:

The Projects Team, Young Engineers Chiltlee, Manor, Liphook, GU30 7AZ Tel: 01428 727265

Or go to http://www.youngeng.org/index.asp?page=1381
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Win A Tellurium - astronomy teaching Model!
Cochranes of Oxford launches 50th anniversary schools competition Cochranes of Oxford, manufacturers of
science teaching models for school and university education, are celebrating their 50th anniversary this year.

As part of the celebrations, one lucky school will win an Orbit Tellurium 2 model for teaching the complex
relationships between the sun, earth and moon.

Entry is easy, simply correctly answer the question posted at www.cochranes.co.uk/win

to be entered into the prize draw to win the Tellurium.

The Orbit Tellurium 2 is a 3D illuminated teaching model of the Sun, Earth and Moon with dual set-up to teach day
and night, seasons, length of day, shadows, phases of the moon, eclipses and other topics. Superior gearing and an
inclined orbit of the moon allow for highly accurate demonstrations.

You can view the model in action at www.youtube.com/cochranesvideo

The deadline for entry is 30 September 2012.

 

My Money Week - you asked for it!
100% of teachers surveyed said they would like there to be another National Money
Week, so here it is...25th June – 1st July My Money Week 2012....

My Money Week is the highest profile, and most recognised personal finance education initiative in England.

Brought to you by PFEG (Personal Finance Education Group) June 2012 will see the 4th Annual My Money Week, and
we are expecting thousands of teachers across the country to once again take part. Its fundamental aim is to improve
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financial capability for young people in primary and secondary schools. pfeg is proud to run and resource the national
activity week and offer FREE resources.

Students all over England can enter this year’s competition and have the opportunity to win great prizes for both
themselves and their school, as well as learning about money.

 Primary school children are challenged to design a money box and secondary students to create a comic book strip
about money. Find out more information including lesson plans, how to enter and terms and conditions here:

http://www.pfeg.org/our_work_in_education/my_money_week/enter_the_my_money.html

Closing Date: 13th July 2012

 

2. STEM Opportunities

Engineering - THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX
Engineering - Think Outside the Box, FREE Session for KS3/4

STEMFirst are proud to announce that we have won funding from the IET to deliver FREE Engineering Careers and
awareness sessions to Lancashire schools.

These sessions will use a mix on hands on activities, STEM Ambassador awareness sessions and Engineering
careers resources in order to challenge pre-conceptions about engineering and manufacturing careers.

The sessions are fully FREE of charge on a first come first served basis and will be delivered at the schools
convenience during Autumn and Spring 2012/2013.

To register your interest for a session and to find out more please contact us via email at:

helen.heggie@stemfirst.com

 

 

Make It in GREAT BRITAIN
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Make it in Great Britain is a campaign aiming to transform outdated opinions of
modern manufacturing and dispel the myth that Britain ‘doesn’t make anything anymore’.

It will culminate in the Make it in Great Britain exhibition of cutting-edge British manufacturing at the Science Museum,
to coincide with the Olympic and Paralympic Games. The campaign will also feature the Make it in Great Britain
Challenge, a national competition to find the most innovative British pre-market products, processes and concepts
that will be featured as part of the Make it in Great Britain exhibition.

To find out more about the exhibition, to book you FREE visit and find out about the fantastic FREE on-line games and
resources linked to manufacturing in Great Britain then go to:

http://makeitingreatbritain.bis.gov.uk/?dm_i=U9A,RVOJ,4TU3UF,2A2TH,1

The campaign will culminate in an exhibition which will highlight the best of British manufacturing innovation. The
exhibition will be situated at The Science Museum in London, and will run for six weeks from 24 July to 9
September 2012.

 

 

OCTOPUS - Online Conservation Training
To celebrate International Biodiversity Day, the Conserve me Foundation have just
launched a new project - OCTOPUS (Online Conservation Training Of the Planet Using

Science).

Check out the new microsite which is free for schools to use, and is available until the end of July 2012. The theme for
this interactive quiz is MARINE BIOLOGY.

www.internationalbiodiversityday.co.uk

Conserve me aims to advance young people's understanding of wildlife conservation through Science. For more free
experiment ideas and resources visit:
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experiment ideas and resources visit:

http://www.conserveme.org/Foundation/Home

 

CODE Club - Get Involved - KS2/KS3
Mission -  Inspire kids to learn to code

Vision -  Create a nationwide after school coding club for children aged 10-11.

Objectives - Change children’s attitude to coding. Make it cool and fun. 

The Plan - We'll help you sell the idea to the head teacher of your local school and we'll
write up 12 weeks of lesson plans based on the Scratch curriculum (that sits alongside

the UK national curriculum).

If you're interested in hearing when the curriculum is ready (we're just preparing it at the moment) then sign up below.

Code Club are hoping to create after-school coding clubs nationwide, encouraging volunteers to run programming
activities in schools.

They currently have 1300 volunteers signed up, and will be encouraging these volunteers to sign up as STEM
Ambassadors.

Code Club are keen to talk to teachers about the programme, to make sure they are meeting teachers’ needs. If
youare an enthusiastic headteachers or ICT teachers who is interested in talking to the team, please ask them to
contact Clare Sutcliffe on clare.sutcliffe@mail.com

For more information or to sign up go to http://codeclub.org.uk/#contact

 

 

3. Teacher PDP

Become an AST / Excellent Teacher of STEM
Become an AST for STEM: There is a Teacher PDP on 02/07/2012 at the National Science
Learning Centre in York.
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11am-7pm 02 July 2012, 9am-4pm 03 July 2012

Fees Cost Details £395.00 + VAT

This course has an ENTHUSE Award of £735

Teachers have the opportunity to use and share their skills in their own and other schools rather than pursue
leadership roles.

This course gives those teachers aspiring to AST/Excellent Teacher (ET) status clear guidance on how to achieve it,
continue developing excellent STEM teaching, and help others improve their effectiveness.

Through workshops run by existing ASTs and counsel from an assessor from the National Assessment Agency for
ASTs/ET, participants will learn how to build a quality career portfolio, prepare and assemble documentary evidence
and demonstrate distinction in their classroom skills.

Outcomes Participants will be able to: review the standards required for AST/ET status and how to meet them in
person and with evidence from STEM practice explore strategies for building on current practice and working
successfully with colleagues.

To register for this course go to course number NAC11121 on the science learning centres website.

 

National STEM Centre OPEN DAY
You are warmly invited to visit the National STEM Centre during our forthcoming Open
Day: Tuesday 3 July 2012, 10.45am - 1.30pm (includes buffet lunch) National STEM
Centre. University of York, York YO10 5DD

This event offers the opportunity to meet National STEM Centre staff, explore thousands
of teaching resources, and view the wider facilities on offer to teachers, schools and colleges.

The STEM Centre can support your teaching in the following ways:

■ Physical Library: An extensive collection of contemporary teaching and learning resources including print,
multimedia and practical kit, for use with pupils and students across all phases.

■ eLibrary: Freely available online resources from EYFS through to post-16, with contemporary resources and archive
materials not previously available electronically.

■ Space for innovative thought and planning: The Centre is an ideal base for departmental curriculum planning and
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school or college network meetings for the STEM subjects.

 ■Information about wider STEM support:Our website provides signposting to a wide variety of STEM support routes
for schools and colleges.

 Register for this event at :

http://www.eventbrite.co.uk/event/3239783279

 

4. Careers

Tomorrow's Engineers
Tomorrow’s Engineers is more than a one stop shop for information and resources
about the amazing careers available in engineering.

They also run a schools programme to help inspire the next generation of engineers. Working with businesses, not
for profit organisations and charities, the programme is made up of a number of initiatives, such as industry visits,
workshops, Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM) Ambassador partnerships and careers resources,
to help schools to incorporate engineering into the current curriculum and plant the seeds needed to grow local
engineering talent needed by businesses.

Tomorrow’s Engineers is led by EngineeringUK and the Royal Academy of Engineering, with support from The
Lloyd’s Register Educational Trust and others.

If you would like to find out more about Tomorrow’s Engineers activities, get in touch at
contactus@tomorrowsengineers.org.uk

or go tohttp://www.tomorrowsengineers.org.uk

Tomorrows Engineers have a fantastic new FREE careers pack available for schools. To order copies now go to
http://www.tomorrowsengineers.org.uk/resources.cfm
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Career Insight: Videos online technician careers.
Three Career Insight videos featuring STEM technicians are now online.  There high
quality short films have been put together by STEMNET using STEM Ambassadors.

These videos can be used in careers talks or other activities and are freely available
from YouTube.

http://www.youtube.com/playlist?
list=PLCD9394C03E604A91&feature=plcp&dm_i=U9A,RVOJ,4TU3UF,2CA7U,1

 

STEM Careers - FREE Resources

Thinking about putting together a STEM Display / STEM Careers
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Corner but do not know where to start?

 

There are some fantastic FREE resources out there if you only just knew where to look!

Posters can be obtained free of charge from:

TOMORROW'S ENGINEERS http://www.tomorrowsengineers.org.uk/resources.cfm

FUTUREMORPH http://www.futuremorph.org/teachers/teachers_-_homepage.cfm

Why Not Chem Eng http://www.whynotchemeng.com/teachers/order%20careers%20literature.aspx

STEMNET – you can print these from: http://www.stemnet.org.uk/resources/other/22

Maths in STEM http://www.mathscareers.org.uk/viewItem.cfm?cit_id=382856

 

5. Funding

Bursary Available - British Science Festival 2012
British Science Festival Student Bursary

The British Science Festival student bursary scheme offers an outstanding opportunity for students to broaden their
horizons, meet leading scientists and speakers, engage in debate and discussion about the impact of science in
society and enjoy the atmosphere of an event that is extensively covered in the media.

Organisations have the opportunity to sponsor students who are above the age of eighteen and are studying at any
level to attend at a greatly reduced cost of £350.

This price includes Festival registration, accommodation for seven nights and food for the week. APPLY NOW!

For more information please contact Natalie Broadhurst via the website link below:

http://www.britishscienceassociation.org/web/BritishScienceFestival/StudentBursaries/
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6. FREE Resources

Practical Action - Wind Power Challenge
Suitable for KS2 - 4, this renewable energy challenge puts students' competitive
spirits to the test.

Students are given minimal materials and asked to design a wind powered machine that can lift a weighted cup off
the floor.

Teachers instruction sheets, related video clips and even certificates are provided.

Why not incorporate this fun activity into a way of 'raising' money for Practical Action's projects in developing countries?

This is a great challenge for your STEM Club and all teachers instructions and resources can be found at :

http://practicalaction.org/wind-power-challenge-stem
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Microbiology On Line
Microbiology online has been devised by the Society for General Microbiology, the
leading UK professional body for scientists who work in all areas of microbiology.

This inspirational online resource supports the teaching and learning of microbiology in
the classroom across the key stages.

It explores how microbes can be friend and foe and most importantly, why we need these invisible organisms to live.
Microbiologyonline is authoritative and up to date and has some fantastic free resources and teaching ideas.

http://www.microbiologyonline.org.uk/teachers

 

Royal Society - INVIGORATE
The Royal Society's website contains curriculum-linked science teaching resources.

All our resources are based on the work of scientists connected with the Royal Society, allowing teachers and
students to find out how science in the past is relevant for our lives today, or how the latest scientific research might
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impact on society.

To access these fantastic resources go to http://invigorate.royalsociety.org/

 

Cosmic Rays - FREE Poster from STFC
Cosmic rays were first discovered by the Austrian-born physicist Victor Hess in
1912.

Making a balloon flight, he measured the level of ionising radiation in the atmosphere
and found that it increased with altitude. He concluded that the radiation was non-terrestrial in origin.

Later, people realised that cosmic rays were charged particles because they were affected by a magnetic field. In fact,
the field of particle physics originated in cosmic-ray research: the first exotic particles identified – the muon, pion,
positron, lambda and kaon – were all discovered in cosmic rays.

Today, high-energy cosmic rays are still used to make unique particlephysics measurements at energies well above
those attained in laboratory accelerators.

Copies can be ordered free to UK addresses from STFC below. You can also download a copy and the teacher's
notes from the same page.

http://www.schoolscience.co.uk//viewitem.cfm?cit_id=5138

 

Geography and STEM - FREE Olympic Resources
The Geographical Association (GA) has included lots of fantastic resources on their site linked to the Olympic and
Paralympic games.

These include fieldwork survey sheets, maps, information about East London and dozens of useful links.  For more
information go to the following website:

http://www.geography.org.uk/projects/planetsport/london2012/
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Malaria Challenge - FREE Resources for KS4/5
Malaria challenge is a free multimedia educational resource for 14-18 year old students and their teachers.

The aim of the resource is to raise awareness of malaria by exploring the different stages of the Plasmodium lifecycle
and discussing methods for treating and preventing the disease.

The resource contains 3D animations, scientific images and videos of the parasite as well as interviews with world
leading malaria researchers.

Malaria Challenge is also accompanied by two short films, Malaria: an introduction and Can malaria be eradicated?,
as well as three different discussion-based activities which use the resource as a research tool.

The three discussion activities are:

• The Big Debate: Students use the Malaria Challenge resource to research one of five different stages of the malaria
lifecycle. In groups they investigate the biology behind the different stages and how they fit into the overall lifecycle.
They also identify different intervention methods that are used to target the different stages and discuss the
advantages and disadvantages of these interventions.

• Funding Decisions: Students are given a hypothetical pot of money which they can use to fund one or more malaria
intervention projects. In groups they must discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the projects and decide
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intervention projects. In groups they must discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the projects and decide
which project(s) should receive funding.

• Managing Malaria: Students play the role of malaria programme managers for a community in an area affected by
malaria. In groups they must assess the situation facing the community and propose a strategy that will work towards
eliminating malaria from that area.

Teachers can download the resource for free from http://www.yourgenome.org/teachers/malariachallenge.shtml

There are also free CDs of Malaria Challenge that that can be sent out to teachers across the UK.

If a teacher would like a free CD of Malaria Challenge they can be requested be e-mail at pubengage@sanger.ac.uk
 with their name and school address.

This offer will operate on a first come first serve basis.

 

Playback Schools - FREE STEM Film Resources
PlaybackSchools is a new service from the National STEM Centre, giving you free

access to the 3500 videos produced by Teachers TV.

These popular resources allow teachers to 'step inside' real classrooms to share their good practice and ideas. If you
are looking for inspiration, perhaps to prepare for a new role or improve your climate for learning, PlaybackSchools is
a great place to start.

To find out more and register for the FREE weekly clips go to:

http://www.playbackschools.org.uk/
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7. STEM Ambassadors - who are we and what can we do?

STEM Ambassadors are inspirational role models from STEM
backgrounds who volunteer to work with schools FREE of Charge.
Here at STEMFirst we have over 750 Enhanced-CRB checked and trained Ambassadors just waiting to work with
your school!

Get in touch with us at STEMFirst to find out how to get STEM Ambassadors into your school and for ideas of how
they can help you liven up the curriculum!

STEM Ambassadors are FREE - just contact us to get them into YOUR SCHOOL!

 

Find out what other schools are asking for by looking at our latest Request For
Ambassador document on our website (the latest RFA document is at the bottom of the
page) at www.stemfirst.com

The types of people we have come from a wide range of backgrounds but work for companies such as

RollsRoyce, Aircelle, KPMG, Yorkshire Bank, Johnson Matthey Chemicals, BT,
National Grid, BAESystems, North West Aerospace Alliance, Co-Operative Bank, NIS
Ltd, UCLAN, Westinghouse, Hollands Pies, UNISON Engineering, Blackpool and
Fylde College, NHS, Astra Zeneca to name a few!
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8. Dates for your Diary

Lancashire Science Festival
 The Lancashire Science Festival will take place 28th-30th June 2012 at the
University of Central Lancashire’s Preston campus.

The theme for 2012 is REALITY. 

The Festival is FREE and open to primary schools on 28th June, secondary schools
and colleges on 29th June and the general public on the 30th June.

Don't miss out - register your schools attendance NOW at:

www.lancashiresciencefestival.co.uk

See below for an idea of what is coming to the Showfloor and the Workshops:
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Big Bang Fair North West
Big Bang North West Is On: Tuesday 10th July, 2012

The Big Bang is the largest celebration of science, technology, engineering and
maths for young people in the UK. The Fair is aimed at showing young people just
how many exciting and rewarding opportunities there are out there for them with the
right experience and qualifications.
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Following the National Fair in Birmingham in March, Regional Fairs will take place
across the country in order to make the many exciting STEM activities on offer available
for students, teachers and parents across the country. Big Bang North West 2012 is
being held at St George’s Hall and The World Museum, Liverpool.

Organised by Maestro Services the day promises to be a fun packed celebration of
everything STEM. Whether you are already active in STEM or not, there will be something
for everyone. Competition For those who are already active in STEM

To register a project or just to visit go to www.thebigbangfair.co.uk/northwest

The Big Bang North West features the regional heats of the National Science & Engineering Competition. Students
presenting the best individual or team projects will be able to gain a place and represent the North West in the
National Science & Engineering Competition national finals being held at The Big Bang Fair in March 2013.

Exhibitions, Shows, Workshops & Hands-on Activities If you are looking for inspiration or just have fun with STEM then
there will be lost to see and do. 

Have a chat with a real life Engineer or Scientist. - Find out how you can achieve your dreams and what opportunities
STEM can offer.

Places will fill up fast so to avoid disappointment please register your interest at Tel. 0151 231 2400 or Email
northwest@thebigbangfair.co.uk

 

Engineering Your Future 2012
Engineering Your Future is coming back to Lancashire in 2012.

This fantastic Engineering Awareness event for KS5 will be returning once again to
inform and inspire the next generation of your engineers.

Keep an eye out for further information and how to register your place in the up coming  soon.

PLEASE NOTE THE NEW (and now confirmed) BURNLEY DATE
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Burnley: Wednesday 10th October 2012 

Siemens (Manchester South):  Friday 2nd November 2012

Preston:  Friday 9th November 2012

 

 
If you would like to discuss your schools STEM requirements, or would like help in finding out more about any of
these opportunities then we are happy to help.

For school STEM enquiries please contact: Helen Heggie on 07808 646 493

For STEM Ambassador enquiries please contact: Sue Hargreaves on 07921 678 095

We really want to hear what you and your school are up to, so if you would like us to spread your STEM Good News
across the Region to Businesses, Local Authorities and other schools then also get in touch and we will help you
shout about it!

Best Wishes,

Helen

Helen Heggie
Director
STEMFirst
Tel: 07808 646 493
Email: helen.heggie@stemfirst.com
Website: www.stemfirst.com

You are receiving this newsletter because you
subscribed to our Newsletter.

Unsubscribe instantly.

STEMFirst
PO BOX 606,
Blackburn,
Lancashire. BB2 9JZ
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